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OFFICEPOLITICS
How networking
can make anyone
a creative genius
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Free

It boosts your career and your profile, but also
makes you more innovative, says Judith Perle

H

OW OFTEN have you been told
to network to boost your
professional profile, climb the
promotion ladder, or to find a
new job? But has anyone ever told you
that networking will make you more
creative? If not, then read on.
Ronald Burt of the University of
Chicago studied the professional
networks of 673 managers running
the supply chain of an electronics
corporation, and measured two
things: the likelihood of their
expressing a new idea, and the
likelihood that senior management
would engage with that idea and
judge it to be valuable.

Burt’s results show that innovation
isn’t necessarily born out of
individual genius or, to use a wellworn cliché, “blue-sky thinking”.
Instead, he demonstrates that people
who build diverse networks, so that
they become bridges (or brokers)
between different social or
professional groups, are at a “greater
risk of having a good idea”. Why?
Well, as he puts it: “This is not
creativity born of genius; it is
creativity as an import-export
business.” So innovators aren’t
necessarily exceptionally smart people
with exceptionally creative minds –
bright sparks able to think differently.

Innovators aren’t
necessarily
bright sparks
able to think
differently – but
people just like
you or me

They can be people just like you and
me, who do two very important
things: they mix with a wide variety of
individuals, not just their close
friends, and they listen as well as talk.

SPREADING THE WORD
But successful innovation isn’t just
about having good ideas: you also need
to put your idea into practice and get
buy-in from colleagues. In a study of a
global consulting firm, Louise Mors of
London Business School found that
managers deal with these challenges
by nurturing and tapping into
different sorts of personal networks,
both within and outside the
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organisation. As we’ve seen, finding
innovative ideas is best done
through a wide-ranging, open
network in which relatively few
people are connected to each other.
Interacting with a very wide variety
of people, from different
backgrounds and with different
mindsets, exposes managers to
more and more varied ideas.
On the other hand, when you
want to implement a new idea or
persuade others to do so, it’s easier
if your network is denser, with
more overlapping connections.
Mors doesn’t explain why, but I
think we can safely assume that the
people in such networks know and
respect each other. You don’t
necessarily need to convince each
and every member of your network
separately; by talking to each other,
they will help spread the word and
do some of the work for you.
Interestingly, Burt showed that
active networkers reap personal
benefits too: “more positive
performance evaluations, faster
promotions, higher compensation
and more successful teams”. Put
simply, the evidence shows that, by
nurturing a wide-ranging network,
you are much more likely to be
successful in your career. So what’s
good for your employer in terms of
fruitful innovation turns out to be
good for you too. A pleasing winwin outcome.
Judith Perle specialises in teaching
people about networking – what it is,
why it’s helpful, and how to do it better.
Contact her at JPerle@ManAdvan.com or
via www.ManAdvan.com

